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Horse Thief Canon.

tenary Feasts.

Retained.

Safe blower? operated last night at
Chama, Rio Arriba county, for Captain Fred Fornoff of the territorial
mounted police received a telegram
this morning from Boyer and Coble
at Chama, asking him to be on the
.lookout for three safe blowers headed
this way and offering $100 reward for
their capture and conviction. The
One
men are described as follows:
young man, dark, with blotch on left
side of face, 6 feet high, weight 175
dark, heavy
pounds; one middle-ageset man, with heavy brown mustache,
5 feet 8 inches in height and weighing
150 pounds; one man with dark chin
and mustache, 5 feet 9
whiskers
Inches, high, weighing 165 pounds,
very dark complected.
The telegrams say that they are
wanted for blowing up a safe at
Chama and that they had been seen
headed In the direction of Santa Fe.
Applied for Admission.
The Thomas Trust Company of
Kansas City, Mo., has applied to
Commissioner Jacobo Chaves
for permission to write surety contracts, and enclosed a check for the
required $10,000 deposit with their

Washington, D. C, July 21. It was
today that the department
of the interior classified as coal land
and restored to the public domain,
certain unappropriated lands in the
Evanston district, Wyoming, fixing the
price for disposal in some cases ,as
high as $500 per acre. The tract includes lands involved in what is
known as the Horse Thief Canyon
cases.
months ago
Investigation

La Paz, July 21. The Argentine
government has recalled tier minister
to Bolivia on account of the dispute
over the decision of President Alcorta
in the
boundary
dispute. The Bolivian minister to
Argentine has been given his pass
ports, and diplomatic relations between the two countries are severed.

Paris, July 21. The forming of a
ministry to take the place of the
Cleiuenceau ministry, which retired
hist night, after an attack on
by Clemenceau during a discussion of the naval scandals,
was
taken up this morning.
It is now assured that three members of the old cabinet will be re-

application.

j

Notary Public Appointed.
John Christ of Ora Grande, Otero
county, was yesterday appointed a
notary public by Governor Curry.
Busy Day in District Court.
Judge John R. McFie was quite
busy this forenoon in signing judgments. One was in favor of the First
National Bank of this city for $214;
another was in favor of the Bank of
Commerce of .Albuquerque - vs. C. L.
Mead & Co. of Albuquerque, for
The other four were default
Judgments and the cases were referred to an examiner'' to take proof,
" the following three
being from Rio
Arriba county; Owen House vs. Sig-n- a
House; Mrs. Capltola House vs.
Richard House; Emma R. Santy 'vs.
Victor Santy; while the fourth was
from San Juan county, being Mrs. B.
B. Blanchard ys. Frederick R. Blanch-.ard- ,
all four plaintiffs applying to the
court to be relieved of irksome matrimonial bonds.
--

Official Star Service Changes.
The following changes were made
recently in the star service:
Elida to Bynum From July 20th to
supply Olive between termini, there
to be no change in distance.
East Las Vegas to Rociada. Order
of July 10th has been'modifled so as
to state a decrease of three miles,
equal to 150 miles per trip all the
.year, instead of equal to 150 miles
and back, of three times a week ser-

announced

Bolivian-Peruvia-

n

showed that much valuable coal land
in that district had been secured by
alleged fraudulent operations, and
the land was reconveyed to the government with $40,000 for coal extracted. The price fixed on these lands is
in accordance with the policy of disposing of the public lands containing
coal at prices based on their intrinsic
value.
tine.
Urgent Deficiency Bill Passes.
Washington, D. C, July 21. The SENATOR BEVERIDGE
urgent deficiency bill was passed by
the house today, after four days of
IS STILL VERY SORE
The amount
tempestuous debate.
carried by it is $454,809, or $20,408 District Attorney Edmund C. Abbott
more than the original sum, and inAttempts to Discuss Statehood
cludes the $25,000 traveling expenses
With Him.
for the president.
After denying the usual extra
While in Washington, District At
month's pay to officers and employes torney E. C. Abbott called upon Senof the capital, the house threw out ator Albert J. Beveridge, he who repof the bill the allowance for extra resents the sovereign state of Indiana
work to committee stenographers and in the senate. The senator with the
then refused to carry out a mandate high brow and youthful looks was apof the United States supreme court parently very busy.
for the payment of J. M.Ceballos &
"What can I do for you?" lie asked
Co. of New York for $25,614. Finally District Attorney Abbott.
"I have
the democrats, led by Mr. Bowers of only thirty minutes to catch a train'
Mississippi,
sought to - defeat the and must prepare this manuscript be-- i
'.-u".'.:
proposition for-thpayment of the fore" leaving."
president's traveling expenses, but
"Knowing of your unfavorable atwere unsuccessful.
titude that defeated statehood for
New Mexico at the last session of congress, I wished to inquire as to your
MAY UNITE
present attitude?" Mr. Abbott asked.
UNDERGROUND MEN "You will admit that what I said
about the corruption and unfitness of
Western Federation of Miners Will New Mexico was true, was it not?"
asked the senator, somewhat sharply.
Call Meeting of the Joint ComMr. Abbott told him that he could
mittee of All Workers.
find
just as much and more corruption
Denver, Colo., July 21. Officers of
in ten minutes in Chicago and even
the Federation of Miners probably will
but that Indiana had the
be instructed this afternoon to call a Indiana,
fortune to be a state and to have
good
meeting of the joint committee of all defenders on the floor of the senate,
mine workers to draft a constitution while New Mexico has not. He asked
under which ail underground workers that, when the senator presented the
may he united. The resolution provid- unfavorable and the worst side of coning against any affiliation With, the ditions in the territories,
that he
American Federation of Labor was bit- should also, in all justice, present the
terly opposed.
bright side; that human nature in
New Mexico averaged up about the
same
as it did in Indiana, and that
STOLEN GOODS IN
New Mexico was as well fitted for
CHICAGO WAGON statehood as any of the sovereign
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Was Refused Credit
by Subway Ticket
Chopper

RETURN TO WORK

Buys Thousand Tickets and
Ordered Some Placed in
Every Suit.

1

Roswell, N. M., July 21. The trial
of W. T. Wells on the charge of having killed Ollie Shirley, a labor leader,
took a new turn when Judge Pope
ordered the officers, of the labor union
to produce the books of the organization.
The purpose of this is to
show the connection the union has
with the prosecution of Wells. Today a number of workmen testified
that Shirley threatened them because
they were employed by Wells. Witnesses also told of Shirley's meeting
with Wells and his demand that
n
men.
Wells discharge his
Wells declined to do this and Shirley

New York, July 21. B. EV Loakum,
president of the Rock Jbjiand and one
of the kings of finance, in a desperate
hurry to reach his office found himself
in a subway station without a nickel.
Attempts to borrow the fare or stand
off the ticket chopper were unavailing.
As soon as he reached his office he
bought a thousand tickets and ordered struck at him in the quarrel that
some put in every suit of clothes he lowed. Wells then fired killing
non-unio-

owns.

fol-

on

e
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,
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Pittsburg, Pa., July 21. The expect-ed trouble following the refusal of
the court to intervene between the
strikers and the Pressed Steel Car
Company did not materialize. About
200 men were working this morning,
In spite of the agreement reached last
"night between the strikers and the
Standard Steel Car Company at Butler, only a quarter of the men returned to work, giving as their rea-- i
son the continued presence of the
constabulary.

New York,

July 21. Abandoning
express trains as too
dangerous, Eastern train wreckers are
turning their attention to fast freights
as offering less risk and equally as
rich booty. The arrest of five men at
Hackensack has revealed a plot to
wreck a fast freight on the West
Shore road. Obstructions were placed
tained.
Argentine Is Offended.
on the track but discovered before the
It is believed that the premiership
La Paz, July 21. The action followed the failure of the efforts to will be offered to Bourgeois, former train arrived. Many thousand dollars
meet the aggressive' attitude of Ar- nionister of foreign affairs, although worth of merchandise were stolen
from freight cars the last few months,
gentine on one hand are the popular a combination with Poincare as preevidently by an organized gang makmier
and
as
maDelcasse
on
Bolivia
in
other.
of
minister
the
The
agitation
ing a specialty of silks and valuable
orders of President Montes to sus- rine is mentioned.
fabrics.
in
La
Paz,
pend the centenary feats at
view of the boundary decision, which
STARTLING TESTIMONY
is regarded as a national calamity, Is
COLONEL ROOSEVELT
IN SUTTON CASE
the main cause of offense to Argen-

states.
But Senator Beveridge did not want
by Policeman to Collect LiAttempt
vice.
to hear this and asked to be excused
cense Leads to the Startling
Good Roads Work.
to catch a train, but at the same time
Disclosure.
Engineer John Meriweather of RaIII., July 21. Attempts to expressing the hope of meeting Mr.
Chicago,
ton, of the good roads commission, collect a wheel tax resulted in the Abbott again, when manuscripts and
has returned from Silver City and tne
recovery of $3,000 worth of stolen trains were not so pressing as they
Mogollon country, having completed
were that day.
goods.
the survey of the Silver
found
District Attorney Abbott
The driver on a wagon was stopped
road, finding it, to his surprise,
Nelson
of
Minnesota,
Knute
Senator
miles long. The alterna- by a policeman, who demanded his who was
only 75
very bitterly opposed to
tive route, via Bear Mountain, which license. The driver fled, after ftriug statehood at the last session, in a
It was thought would cut off another at the office, and the stolen goods more favorable frame of mind and
seven miles, was found to be only were found in the wagon.
more hopeful for the admission of
1,000 feet shorter, and will therefore
the territory at the coming session of
not be considered, and the road will
congress. In fact, Senator Nelson was
follow very much the present line.
much interested in the territory and
Extra help will be employed In the
apparently well informed, although he
office of Territorial Engineer Vernon
is still grouchy as far as the RepubliL. Sullivan to hasten the making of
is concerned, and
can
organization
plats and profiles of the road. Toidea that politiwith
the
still
imbued
WITHOUT A NICKEL
morrow Engineers Sullivan and MerNew Mexico is below par.
cally
iweather will lay out the connecting
Other senators and representatives,
link in the Scenic Highway in the
are earnest in their advohowever,
Santa Fe Canon, to tie up the road
of
for the territories.
statehood
cacy
as built from the city to near Monument Rock, and the switchbacks over
the Dalton Divide, so that work on
NEW TURN IN
this can be commenced as soon as
WELLS MURDER CASE
the tents and the grader, which were
recently ordered, arrive.
Judge Pope Orders Officers of Labor
Union to Produce Their
STRIKERS FAIL TO
Books in Court.
COULDN'T BORROW 5 CENTS
Presence of Constabulary at Standard
Steel Company's Factory
the Cause,

Worth of Shipments.

Wild Unbridled Life Leads to Suicide's
Grave After Quarrel With Broth-e- r
Officer at Annapolis.

Very Proud of the Prowess and Recklessness of His Son Kermit in
Hunting Wild Game.

Annapolis', Md., July 21. Lieuten
ant William F. Bevan, officer of the
guard on the night Sutton was shot,
resumed his testimony this morning.
Bevan, whose testimony differs in
several particulars from that of Adams
and Osterman, told of seeing Sutton
standing in his tent door pointing a re
volver at the feet of Lieutenant Roelk- er. After the fight in the marine camp,
Bevan says, he placed both under ar
rest, but that Sutton made a remark
about "going to leave camp for good,"
and ran down the path disregarding
arrest.
Later hearing shots,
ievin states he ran toward the parade
grounds where he found Osterman and
Sargeant DeHart sitting on Sutton's
body and Adams trying to get to Sutton to strike him. Bevan then took
hold of Sutton to prevent his using
a revolver. Some one shouted: "My
God, he has killed Roelker." and Sutton extended his arm toward his head
and fired, killing himself. Bevan denied hearing Sutton threaten the life
of any one in camp. Sutton's mother
asserts the belief, after Bevan's story,
that her son was beaten to death in a
quarrel with officers and a bullet
wound afterwards inflicted. Lieutenant Edward P. Roelker, the much
,
wanted witness who has left the
unlikehas not been found. It is
ly that Miss Margaret Stewart of Pittsburg, who spent the evening preceding
the death with Sutton will testify. She
Is said to foe in Canada and unwilling
to return to testify.
srev-Ice-

HARRIMAN sells
HIS SANTA FE STOCK
Kuhn-Loe-

Company Purchase Union
Pacific Holdings, Amounting
b

to

New York,
known today

$10,000,000.

July,, 21 It became
that Kuhn, Loeb & Co.

had bought from the Union Pacific
Railroad Company practically all of
the $10,000,000 Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe preferred stock, which the
Union Pacific purchased in 1906.
The stock cost the Union Pacific
$10,395,000, or 103.95 per share, and
was purchased from Kuhn, Loeb &
Co. The stock is now selling around
105.

E. H. Harriman Is authority tor the
statement that the Union Pacific acquired the stock not as a speculation,
but for the four per cent dividend
paid. In view of that statement, Wall
street was at a loss to account for
today's announcement. Among the
explanations heard was that the Union Pacific had sold the stock to
avoid legal complications in the suit
brought by the government.

Washington, D. C., July 21. Colonel
Roosevelt, to judge from a letter received from him by a friend in this
city, is having quite as successful and
and interesting trip as he anticipated.
This letter was dated Nairobi, Africa,
and among its striking passages was
one referring to Kermit Roosevelt's
hunting.
Kermit, it seems, shows more enthusiasm than caution in the pursuit of
AJricann bis game. Some of his encounters have been of a nature to excite remark from his father, and it is
inferred that they must have been
little short of reckness to have been
considered out of the ordinary by so
competent an authority as the former
president.
Though enjoying his stay in Africa,
Col. Roosevelt apparently has a touch
of nostalgia now and then. His correspondent was enioined to write and
give the news.
Chased by Lions.
Naivasha, British East Africa, July
21.
Leslie A. Tarlton of Nairobi, who
accompanied the Roosevelt expedition
to the Sotik country,
arrived last
night. He was chased into the town
by five lions, the district having been
invaded by many of these animals.
It is probable that the Roosevelt
party will arrive here from its shooting tour July 27.
PRINCESS KIKAHI MOURNS
LOSS OF HER PET PYTHON
Wyo.,
July 21. The
Cheyenne,
"Princess Kikahi," a snake charmer
with the Ben Reiss Carnival Company, is here, and the princess' chief
asset, one large python, is in Greeley
as the. result of a disagreement between the princess and the management of the carnival. The princess
wants her snake back, and is suffering the keenest pangs of bereavement
and in an affort to recover the reptile for her the police have requested
the sheriff at Greeley to take it in
charge.
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WILL VISIT

Not Merely Formal
Handshake Across
Bridge

SPANIARDS OPPOSE
MOROCCAN WAR
Madrid, July 21. There is much excitement here on account of the opposition of the people to the
Spanish-Morocca-

Mexican President Must Ask
Leave of His

n

repulsed with gattlings.
The defeat of the Clemence.u ministry followed the slighting allusions
by the premier to the French humiliations in the Morocco controversy.

Galveston, Texas, July 21. A hurricane attaining a velocity of sixty
miles an hour cut Galveston off from
all communication for several hours
today. All wires were down for some
time and the railroad
bridge was
washed away, cutting off communication. The water washed over the sea
wall and flooded some of the streets
four feet. The storm, which was general along the Gulf Coast, passed to
the south at 2 o'clock, when communication was resumed.
Cloudburst Does Enormous Damage.
Milwaukee, Wis., July 21. A cloudburst today in northern Wisconsin
endangered several villages and did
$.100,000 of damage.
The dam at
White River waciied out, imperiling
Odanah, whose
Inhabitants were
warned to leave.
The state fish hatchery at Bayfield
was wrecked and millions of fish carried into the lake.
Trains were cut off from Ashland
and Bayfield. Heavy rains endangered the village of Heiberg, Minn.
Many Settlements Endangered.
Houston. Tev., July 21. From the
nature of the gulf hurricanes, it is certain that if the water at Galveston
has risen above the sea wall there was
also high water along the Texas coast
for a hundred miles in either direction.
The gulf coast Is very low, with habi-tian- s
almost at the waters' edge. The
hurricanes blow tremendous tides
against the shore overflowing the ordinary dry land for miles. Fishing villages and small communities and sum-

mer resorts along the coast are in
grave danger. A fishing sloop hurled
by the wind, broke through the center
of the bridge between Galveston and
the mainland, destroying all wires.
Waver are breaking over the sea wall
and several bathing pavilions were destroyed by waves twenty feet high.
The velocity of the wind was C5 miles
an hour. Manager VanVleck, of the
Southern Pacific, sent a special train
to collect the frightened inhabitants
and bring them to Houston.
Sabine Pass is under water and the
Southern Pacific tracks are inundated.
No well founded report of the loss o
life has been received here.
Sea Mountatn High.
Mobile, Ala., July 21. Vessels arriving here report a storm on the gulf
with the sea mountain high of Mobile
bar. Vessels are unable to make harbor.

HEWITT MAKES
STARTLING DISCOVERY
Denver, Colo., July 21. That mammoth caves, containing caverns large
enough in which to place a city office
building, with natural stone bridges,
in beauty and grandeur
exceeding
those of Utah and Virgina exist in
northwestern Arizona, is officially announced by Prof. Edgar L. Eewett,
director of the branch of the school
of American Archaelogy, located at
Santa Fe, N. M. Stories of the existence of these wonderful natural caverns have been told by Indians of that
but were
section for . centuries,
thought by white men to be merely,
legends of the aborigine.. Prof Hewitt, in conducting an Investigation of

the records concerning Spanish occupation and control of the southwest,
made a trip to Spain a year ago, during which he unearthed written proof
of the claim of the Indians. Carrying
out his determination to explore the
region, Prof. Hewitt organized an expedition which started from Gallup,
N. M., and after a seven days' journey
by pack mules, the caves were
reached. Indians guided him to the
spot and conducted him through the
gigantic passages.
Prof. Hewitt, who is in Denver, told
his story to F. A. Wadlelgh, assistant
general passenger agent of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad today,

who received his consent to give it
Prof. Hewitt will make
publicity.
another expedition to the caves next
spring. He claims to have found
many evidences of a race of clof
dwellers previously unrecorded.
Washington, D. C, July 21. Instead
of shaking hands across a painted
boundary on the bridge at El Paso, NEGRO DROWNS WHILE
HIS COMPANIONS LAUGH
Presidents Taft and Diaz will exchange visits, Taft crossing to Mexico
and Diaz setting foot on United States
Grand Junction, Cplo., July 21.
soil. It will be necessary for Diaz While a dozen of his
companions
to obtain permission from the Mex- stood on the bank and
laughed at his
ican congress to leave Mexico. The attempts to swim, Alexander Robinmeeting will take place on Taft'8 West-- , son, 22 years old. a negro section
em trip after September 15.
;
hand, was drowned here.
r
Con-gres- s.

war. Several demonstrations In front of the war ministry have
occurred and there Is much rioting.
The departure of the first troops to
the garrison at Melilla was
the signal for a great protest. The
Moorish tribesmen attacked the Spanish outpost this morning, but were

in Wisconsin.
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smote a
here two hundred fathoms deep,
All lined with frowning crags of
black, piled granite heap on heap,
And then He loosed the waterway and
bade his horses leap.
Tlie Lord, He

race-cours-

e

And so they rush with snow-whit- e
manes, where sun's rays seldom
glance;
heads are
Ah, how their
tossed, and how those white manes
dance!
And he who seeks to ride those steeds
has not a feather's chance.
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All
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careful

women use

COMPANY
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The ages come, the ages go, and cities
clot the plain,
And then the cities vanish, as the
dust yields to the rain,
But still the Lord's white horses race
ciuo . in .t.
'Ut in ecu luuov; lici v. iv
ARTHUR CHAPMAN.
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Travel Has Fallen Off The Califor- nio Limited with passed Lamy yesterday for the Pacific coast carred
only two Pullman's, travel to the Pa-- j
cific coast having dropped preceptibly;
since the close of the Elks' convention,
Donahue Gives $12,000 Bond Jack
Donahue, convicted of murder in the
second degree at Albuquerque, has furnished a $12,000 bond, pending the decision of his appeal to the supreme
court arid the bond has been approved.
Wedding at Raton At Raton on
Sunday evening, at the home of the
bride's mother, Mrs. Mary Clarke, Sol.
L. Varner was married to Miss Bertha Maude Clark by Rev. John A.
Cutler. The groom is a fireman on
the Santa Fe.
Wedded at Albuquerque William
D. Hartley and Miss Violet Wilson
;
jwere married at Albuquerque yester-to
a
on
left
wedding trip
day, and
Europe. Mr. Hartley is a machinist in
the Santa Fe Railway shops at Albu- qurque.
Given Judgment Chief Justice William J. Mills at Las Vegas yesterday,
gave judgment for $525.26 in favor of
plaintiff in the case of the First National Bank of Iowa City, Iowa, vs.
George Horn of Union county, on an
installment note.
Died of Paralysis
Mrs. W. E.
of Raton, wife of the general
foreman of the Raton roundhouse,
died at the home of her parents at
Newton, Kan., of paralysis. She was
aged 33 years and besides her hus- -

Ask you why pay $3.50 for pair of shoes, when
,..ni nnTilia tVn'au nnli tn wimi lis nllff fl!4 nnfl Tlflll OI CHIP

us
Let
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ou will find

gamble and your feet lis well an your pocket will suffer,
Shoes every POINT KNOW TO COO J)

in.our

SHOES-MAKIN-

$4.00

$4.00 SHOES

WE BELIEVE OUR
ARE THE BEST

$4.00

SHOES ON EARTH.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.'
MONEY TO LOAN
diamonds and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
are
Loans
strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes,

Vm. FARArj

j

at SALMON Store

i

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Phone 108

store

In

Santa Fe.

D

1

3 CARS FLOUR 3
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy

Graham
Corn Aleal

Co.
No. 40

Telephone

CALL AflD SEC FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Of

PRICE 80c.

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

I

"I8CMER DRUG COMP4N

band leaves two daughters, aged 10
and 5 years, respectively.

Baptist College Elects Faculty
The Baptist College at Alamogordo
has lected the following faculty: J.
Manlye Morgan, president; Arthur B.
Hays, English, civics and history;
Miss Marcia Holmes, Greek and economics; Miss Page Hanks, music and
elocution ; Miss Josie Kuykendall, art.
Stolen Saddle Recovered At Albuquerque, Manuel Acuna is on trial for

saddle from Josepk
having stolen
Farr, and on his hearing testified that
he bought the saddle from Mrs. Pfelf-fer- ,
the mother of Florencio Pfeiffer,
now being held for robber yand a
heinous crime committed upon Mrs.
Majoribanks of San Marcial.
Boys Arhested For Sounding Fire
Alarm Josph Ross and Alvln
small boys, were arrested at Albuquerque yesterday on the charge of
sounding a false Are alarm in order
to see the fire horses run. After Justice
of the Peace Craig made certain that
they had been punished by their parents, he discharged them on

TRY OUR

IN THE

CITY.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA FE.

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER
ATTRACTIVE SIGNS

FURNITURE
PAINTING &

110 Guadalupe
St.

ALL KINDS & STYLES

REPAIRING

1

vi

y

4

SUR entire country is
waking up to the fact

that nothing else is

as con-

ducive to health and pleasure
as Hot and Cold water in the
house. Most progressive

1

families

are adding it to

their homes. $ $ $ $ d $

SSfcr?

cIhe

Majestic Range

gives more hot water, with
less fuel, than any other range.

ut

Ample hot water for loth
bath and kitchen.

of itchinir

Complete External and Internal Treatment for
ta
Every Humor of Infanta, Children and Adults
of Cuticura Soap (2Bc.) to Clennse the Skin.
Cuticura Ointment (60c.) to Heal the Skin and CutiIn
cura Resolvent (50c.), (or
the form of Chocolat
Coated Pills, 2Bc. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Bold throughout the world. Potter Drug A Cbem.
Corp., Sole Props., Boston, Warn.
NlUtld Tim, Cuticura Book on Skin Disease!,

EOT

ME
;

WOOD-DAVI-

Phone

C

No 14

CO.

by

Sduifes Talcum js
Pint

36

Also Good for Chickens

The suffering which Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment have alleviated
disamong
figured infants and children, and the comfort
they have afforded worn-oand worried parents
have led to their adoption in countless homes
as a priceless treatment
for the skin and blood.

The

Phone

Bow-ditc-

scaly humor are speedily cured, in the
majority of cases, when all else fails.

PHARMACY

HALF CENTURY

Ground Malta f.iea I

Torturing, Disfiguring

everr

A

hf

Eczema, rashes, and
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" I suffered from eczema on my hands,
arms and feet for about twelve years,
my bands and feet would swell, sweat
and itch, then would become callous
and get very dry, then peel off and
get raw. I tried most every kind of
salve and ointment without success,
only got temporary relief. As soon as I
would leave off using them I would be
as bad as ever. I tried several doctors,
took arsenic for two years and at last
gave up thinking tnere was a cure for
eczema. A friend of mine insisted on
my trying the Cuticura Remedies but,
supposing they were the same as other
'cures' I had tried, I did not give them
a trial until I got so bad that I had to
do something. I secured a cake of Cuticura Soap, a box of Cuticura Ointment and a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent
and by the time they were used I could
see a vast improvement and my hands
and feet were healed up in no time. I
used several bottles of Cuticura Resolvent. This was over a year ago and
have had no trouble since. I think I
am entirel" cured. Charles T. Bauer,
R.F.D. 65, Voiant, Pa., Mar. 11, 190S.,!

WE.CONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA FE

8

f

USED CUTICURA AND
WAS QUICKLY CURED

Imperial Whole Wheat

Plaza, Santa Fe.

TNAOI (URN

Woman who suffer from se
vere headaches, and all diseases due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Falls, Tex. writes : I find Her-bithe best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my

Suffered
Terribly from Eczema
which Made Hands and Feet Swell,
Peel and Get Raw
Arms Affected,
Gave Up Hope of Curet
Too

Flour

Winter 6rocery

I

21, 1909.

Incorporated 1903

Established 1856.
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ImplpaWe Talcum Powder
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ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
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cational, religious and executive forces of the United States in perfectIN BUSINESS ing an oruaniziition for the practical
Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
conservation of natural resources, in
U. S. Land Office
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
order to Insure the right use of all
Held
Be
First National Congress Will
Santa Fe, N. M., June 15, 1909.
that
Nature has given to man, and
Next
Late
Seattle
at
The great danger of kidney troubles
Notice is hereby given that Sefe-rinwithout
endangering the business of
Month.
Vigil of Santa Fe, N. M., who, Is that they get a firm hold before
the present or the business of the
on July 26, 1904, made Homestead the sufferer recognizes them. Healtn
JOEL SHOMAKER,
future.
The First National Conservation
is gradually undermined.
Backache,
State ConEntry (010493) No. 7992, for E
Washington
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be
will
the United States
t 3W
Sec. 13, and headache,
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SW
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10 E, N.
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tice of intention to make final five Don't neglect your kidneys. Cure the Wash., August 26, 27 and 28. 1909,
WOMEN SUFFRAGISTS
year proof, to establish claim to the kidneys with the certain and safe under the auspices of the Washington
This asland above described, before the re- remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which Conservation Association.
ANSWER BUCHTEL
In
gister and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M has cured people right here in Santa sociation has taken the Initiative
for
forming a national organization
on the 28 of July, 1909.
Fe.
More Women Than Men
the purpose of carrying on a general Claim That
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sanin the CenAlbino Ortega, College Street,
Elections
at
Vote
to the conservation
n
ta Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grate- campaign lookingresources. The conRafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil,
State.
tennial
of our national
Montoya, Manuel Sals y Ores-pi- ful for the benefit I have received
Denver, Colo., July 21. Mrs. D. C.
will doubtless appoint delegates
gress
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from Doan's Kidney Pills. For sevof Woman's Club,
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
eral years I had trouble from my to the
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was
for
back
Governor
former
and
hard
It
Register.
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and because of this fact, the pressed by
:
me to do work on account of pains tumn,
said:
in
New
York,
proposed congress will be the most
"That is a corker, and I believe
The New Mexican does printing and across my loins and quick movement important gathering of conservationrest
was
no law to prevent his talking
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there
My
my
aggravated
binding equal to the best done in
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a too frequent desire to ists
he is ho inclined. It seems
disturbed
that
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of
work
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Conservation of national
Try
here In Colorado to
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passnecessary
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is a subject worthy of careful and hardly
Biichtel's statements
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were
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Public
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point
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have
enters
for
the facilities
consideration.
It
again.
statements given by local people who thoughtful
are not true.
office of the business man and
the
turning out every class of work, in- had used Doan's
with
"Mr. Buchtel has gone a long way
Pills
Kidney
its
demands time for presenting
cluding one of the best binderies in
from home to talk like that. Before
benefit, induced me to try them. I claims.
the West.
The work was officially Inhe was elected governor he carefully
found relief right away and by the
by former President Roosetime I had used one box my back was augurated
con- concealed his views, if he had them,
famous
called
the
he
when
Peace.
free from pain. My kidneys are now velt,
and doubtless many misguided women
The terrible itching and smarting, in a normal condition and I feel de- ference of governors at the White voted for him, While he was gov
and
in
I). C,
Washington.
incident to certain skin diseases, Is al- - cidedly better in every respect. I House
in ernor and when he knew there was
:most Instantly allayed by applying have great faith in the curative pow opened the campaign of education
no chance that the people would be
conser
of
the fundamental principles
25 ers of Doan's
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so foolish as to
Prince,
him, he gave
Kidney Pills."
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cents. For sale by all druggists.
out a similar interview, but in much
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
The work of the conference of gov milder terms.
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United ernors has been supplemented by the
"At the luncheon to the foreign del
appointment of conservation commis- egates to the International Woman's
States.
sions in the various states of the Council, Governor Shafroth gave staRemember
Doan's
the name
Union, with instructions to continue tistics which show that Buchtel is
and take no other.
Investigations along the lines of con grossly deceiving himself as to the
THE
servation that will bring about the true situation in Colorado. These staNOTICE.
use of natural resources with- tistics show, as Governor Shafroth
right
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Department of Territorial Engineer. out endangering legitimate industries pointed out, that women take more
First Publication July 21, 1909.
during the present time or in the fu interest. In the ballot than men.
Last publication August 11, 1909.
ture.
"Much of the legislation enacted in
Santa Fe, N. M., July 12, 1909.
The conservation congress In Se Colorado as the result of woman's
Notice Is hereby given that on the attle will be representative in char- vote has been
beneficial, especially
19th day of May, 1909, in accordance acter and in point of attendance. The the
legislation relating to children, the
with Section 26, Irrigation Laws of subjects to be discussed Include the protection of the home and of wo1907, A. Gusdorf and Parker N. Black, following:
Irrigation, water, forestry, men."
o Taos, county of Taos, Territory of mining, good roads and other means
Mrs. Martha A. B. Conine was
New Mexico, made application to the of transportation, pure food, public amused by the Buchtel Interview, and
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Territorial Englneei or New Mexico health and morals, and the relation asked her questioner if he knew of
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for a permit to appropriate from the of capital to labor in all the avenues Governor Shafroth's speech at the
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Mexico.
leading men of the country have tional Women's council.
Receiving
There is no more efficient
Such appropriation is to be made promided to deliver addresses on the an affirmative reply, she said: :
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ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
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tax calls, attention to the limitations
on the power of the national
ment. The United States is the only
new Mexican printing company publishers,
country in which the right of the govfrank p. sturges- ernment to levy what taxes it pleases
paul a. f.
on whatever species of property it
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
pleases is restricted.
"Congress may not levy, export
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
duties, and all import duties and exRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$2.75 cise taxes must be uniform throughout
Daily, six months, by mail
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 the country. All direct taxes must be
.75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier....
apportioned among the states in pro1.00
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
The supreme
portion to population.
.75 court has decided
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
that an income tax
is a direct tax. and as it is levied on
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
individuals and not on the states in
proportion to population, it is there'
to
Mexico.
sent
in
is
New
It
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
lore unconstitutional. Before such a
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation tax can be laid by the national gov
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
ernment the constitution must be
!
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VERSUS
ENTERPRISE
PRIVATE
GOVERNMENT HELP.
Without disparaging anything that
the Reclamation Service has done or
is doing, it is a wrong impression that
is gaining ground, especially in the
East, that private enterprise has done
nothing as yet to reclaim the arid
lands of the Southwest. As a matter
of fact, irrigation canals and reservoirs existed in New Mexico in prehistoric times already and even during the past few decades, long before
the government lent its aid to reclaim
the arid West, millions of dollars had
been expended in New Mexico and
The Carlsbad irrigation
elsewhere.
works were built by private enterprise and afterwards bought by the
The Elephant Buttes
government.
project was planned many years ago
by private capital and would be an
actual reality today had not the government prevented and at last taken
over the project itself. The Rio
Hondo project, one of the first finished
by the government, has not yet reclaimed the 14,000 acres it was planned it should irrigate, for the simple
reason, that there has been no surplus flow thus far to fill the reservoir.
In Colfax, in San Juan, and in other
counties, private enterprise has reclaimed more than a quarter of a million acres in this Territory and will in
the course of the next few years add
another quarter of a million acres,
long before the government will have
placed a hundred thousand acres under ditch in New Mexico, although
credit must be given for the construction of the Leasburg diversion
dam in the Rio Grande.
However,
this must not be lost sight of. Th1
government is not building those
works free of charge, it expects the
beneficiaries to repay every cent of
the cost. Speaking on this very same
subject, the Denver 'Republican says:
"The reclamation service has not
yet reclaimed a single square foot of
arid soil in the state of Colorado, and
yet the value of the agricultural pro
ducts of this state is not less than
What has been
$50,000,000 a year.
accomplished is the result of private
enterprise. The people have dug the
ditches, they have built the reservoirs, they have secured private capital to pay for the work, they have
reclaimed the land.
"This is not said in a
spirit, but for the purpose of correcting an impression under which the
Springfield Republican labors respecting the attitude of the people of the
West toward the reclamation service.
"In a recent editorial on the necesfault-findin-

g

sity of moderating irrigation expenditures that paper makes the following comment after showing that the
reclamation service is short of funds
and that by this lack it is hampered
in its operations.
" 'It is evident that Secretary
appreciates that he must take
the reclamation service in hand and
slow it down. To this end he is to
have a conference in Portland, Ore.,
at the end of this month, when the
engineers and others engaged in the
various irrigation enterprises will discuss the situation, and it is hoped
develop a scheme by which the current exigencies can be met. The want
of ready money dominates the situation, and while Western people will
not enjoy reckoning with it, they will
be forced to face the inevitable.'
"The reclamation service has undertaken many enterprises, some of
great magnitude; but if all were in
operation and all the land under them
reclaimed, the aggregate acreage thus
brought under irrigation through the
effort of the government would be
trifling in comparison with the total
amount reclaimed by private enterprise in the arid part of the West
"The reclamation service has confined active operations in Colorado to
one enterprise, and there is no question that it is one of great magnitude
greater than private
enterprise
could well have undertaken. This
summer will see the completion of the
chief part of the work. But when
everything contemplated in connection with the venture has been done,
the addition to the reclaimed area
will be only about
of the
total area under inrigation in the
state. The valley to be benefited
the famous Uncompahgre valley of
western Colorado Is already prosperous; and It has been made so by
the enterprise and energy of the wideawake people who live, there. The
"work of the reclamation service will
merely supply water, for an additional acreage and for the more effectual
irrigation of a part of what has al
ready been reclaimed,
"Since the reclamation service has
not yet reclaimed a single acre in
Colorado, and since when the enterprise upon which it Is now engaged
Is completed, the additional aereage
thus reclaimed will be only about one- thiryeth of the total already reclaim
ed in the state, It is evident that the

Bal-ling- er

(

people of

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

r.

changed.
"No such restriction rests upon the
taxing power of the states, save that
they may not levy import duties. The
income tax was a common way of rais
lng revenue in the early colonies
Massachusetts had collected such-- tax
for a hundred years before the con
vention met to frame the national con
stitution, and it still taxes incomes in
excess of two thousand dollars a year,
Incomes, in fact, are taxed in many of

UNIONNjLABCLr

one-thirtie-

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

-

Colorado have

been

any-- ;

thing but dependent upon reclamation
work done by the government.
"What is true of Colorado in this
respect is true of the greater
part of the arid (' region.- - It follows
that what Secretary Ballinger may or
may not do in restricting expenditures
by the reclamation service is not a
matter of very much importance to
the people of the Far West. The notion seems to be more or less prevalent in the East that the reclamation
service has been distinctly the great
factor in reclaiming arid lands. As
a matter of fact it has thus far hardly
been any factor at all."

the states.
"Where the income is derived from
real estate, the taxpayer is in some
cases taxed on the value of the real
estate, and again on his income from
If the proposed constitutional
it.
amendment should be adopted, he
might be subjected to a third tax on
the same property. The advocates of
the change, however, argue that this
third tax is only the logical outcome
of the system of governments within
a government, that characterizes the
American nation."

TREAT THE REPORTER GENTLY.
The modern newspaper is an innovation that has come to stay. Men
may come and men may go, but if they
do not want to be forgotten,
even
while active and alive, they must get
their name in the newspaper some- THE SPANISH AMERICAN NOR- MAL SCHOOL.
how. A man may have been presiL. B.
Governor Curry,
dent, may have won great "battles, may
have like Hobson performed miracles Prince and the other members of the
of heroism, but he is forgotten the board of
regents are taking much inmoment that the newspaper no longer
terest
in
the establishment of the
mentions his name. This wouldn't be
Spanish-AmericaNormal School at
so bad, were it nor for the fact, that a
Rio
Arriba county, and Gov- man's influence, his power for good, El' Rito,
for achievement, are affected adverse-- ernor Curry has arranged to attend
ly and vitally, the moment he drops the first meeting of the trustees at
out of the newsnanfirs. TCn reform is' El Rito next week. The need for
possible today without the newspaper such a school is apparent and the inand cymbal accom terest that Spanish speaking teachers
beating a tom-toto
In
it.
fact, men in pub- are taking in the normal institutes
paniment
lic life have come to recognize gener- this year indicates that there will be
no lack of pupils. The impression
ally that it is better to be .mentioned
not
to be mentioned that the school is intended to perpetunfavorably than
at all by the newspapers. The surest uate the Spanish language is erroneous, as instruction is to be strictly
.'8y for a newspaper to kill a man in in
English, but it is designed to take
public life is not to mention his name care of such native
youth who are
at all, either favorably or unfavorably.
ambitious to teach in Spanish speakSays the Denver Republican:
ing districts, although these pay but
"Our alarmist friend, Collier's Week- small salaries and have but few
ly, seems to be fearful that the news- (months of school.
These districts
paper men are conspiring to injure the need teachers who speak Spanish flu
Wrights, because the Dayton gen- ently, who have an insight into the
iuses have been curt in turning down native temperament and can therefore
would-b- e
interviewers who have call- deal successfully with the parents as
well as the pupils. As a rule, these
ed upon them.
would not attend the other
youths
"There is no need for Collier's to
normal schools, partly out of diffiwith
the newspaper representaplead
tives to give the Wrights a 'fair show,' dence or because of a sense of povor because they do not feel at
for the reason that the average man erty
home among the other pupils and city
gets just about what he deserves from life. For these, the Spanlsh-Arueri-cathe press at all times, when accounts
Normal School at El Rito is the
are figured up. Now that the Wrights
solution, especially for the nearby
in a measure, belong to the public,
counties of Rio Arriba, Taos, Santa
they should take that fact Into consid- Fe, Mora and San Miguel. Unfortueration. They need not impart any of
nately, the last legislative assembly,
their valuable ideas which may have so liberal towards armories, like that
a bearing on the future development at
Albuquerque, which is not being
of their machines, but they should re- used at all, and for which it made a
member that it is public Interest, and second appropriation, a deficiency of
not the interest of a mere individual more than $13,000, gave only
that is sending the newspaper man as much, or $4,500 a year toward the
their way. The newspaper man is Spanish-AmericaNormal School,
human, and when he calls on a public which, luckily, has a fine building, so
character time after time, and is re- that $4,500 can be used toward mainceived with scant courtesy, some hint tenance, although at the most only
of his real feelings is pretty apt to three instructors can be provided out
find its way into print. The newspa- of so small a fund. It is to be hoped,
per men who have been giving vent however, that despite this serious finto their opinions at the Fort Meyer ancial obstacle, that the success of
parade ground are not conspirators, the school will be so obvious that the
but very human young men, express- next legislature will be as liberal with
the El Rito school as it is with the Las
ing very human sentiments.
and the Silver City normal
"If one could follow the career of Vegas
schools.
the average man "who delights in slamming doors in reporters' faces, and
It is apparent that Superintendent
handing out gruff dismissals from an
Public Instruction J. E. Clark is
of
make
not
would
wiidow
it
very
upper
in awakening a much
uplifting reading. This is one of the succeeding
than heretofore in
interest
greater
to
is
success
forms
take,
apt
personal
in its first stages. Some successful in- the annual normal institutes, especdividuals are too eager to welcome ially among the native teachers. It
detracts nothing from his credit to
publicity, while others take refuge in
say that much of this interest has
downright Impoliteness and a profess- been
aroused through the liberal use
newspa-permeed aversion to newspapers,
of printers' Ink. Mr. Clark is not
and newspaper publicity that
sparing when it comes to compiling
may or may not be genuine.
circulars and pamphlets, printing and,
"It is hoped, for their own saftes,
distributing them, and the New Mexthat the Wrights are not headed ican can "bestow this
praise without
either way and more particularly the ulterior motives, for to its sorrow, he
way Colliers' hints. It is bad to have is having most of the stuff printed
the disposition of a dyspeptic, but it elsewhere.
Printers' ink, no matter
is worse to use it like a dyspeptic".
whether it is the ink that is used at
Santa Fe, or at Las Vegas, or at AlTHE INCOME TAX.
buquerque, or in the smallest or the
A preliminary poll of the states biggest town in the territory, is the
through their governors on the pro- most potent actor of progress, and
posed income tax amendment to the growth, be it in business, in educaconstitution, has been made, by an tional lines or in politics, it is an
enterprising newspaper. While the old saying that tie baby who cries
poll does not justify a definite proph- gets the milk; but today it is changed
esy, yet, it indicates a trend that to, the man who advertises gets the
'
would imperil the adoption of the business.
amendment for it will take only twelve
states to negative the proposition, in New Mexico is making good progress
order to defeat it. One half of the in securing data of stream measurestates were polled and among these ments, which will prove invaluable to
were eight that would not express an the capitalist intending to construct
opinion in favor of the amendment. irrigation works and to the courts callSays the Youth's Companion in ex ed upon to pass upon water rights
plaining the proposed tax and pointing questions. That New Mexico is the
out the fact that it will fall heavier on first commonwealth to instal an aureal estate owners that have improved tomatic water gauge, Is also a sign
their real estate and have made it pro- that the commonwealth is progressive
and has at the head of its irrigation
ductive:
"President Taft's recommendation and engineering department a progres
that the constitution be so amended as slve man who has modern ideas and
to permit Congress to levy an income puts them Into practice.
one-thir-

n
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The'oldest banking institution in New Mexico.
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President,
J A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Las Cruces

New Mexico

Practice in the District and SuPrompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
preme Cojrts.

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davles,
.

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Atorney-at-Law-

.

Land and Mining business a spe
cialty.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
,

A, H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
PROFITS-$75,00-

0

Transacts a general bankiDg business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and foreign exchange, and .makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of 'the- civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transacting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, a is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorneys-at-Law-

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED

Attorney-at-La-

A. B. Renehan,

Established

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

Offices.

E

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practio in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.

...

Las Cruces

PALACE HOTEL

New Mexico

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

....

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

New Mexico

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

the Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service

WILLIAM McKEAN,

I

n

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE,

n

1

OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe

the West

in

v

Lirge Sample
Room for

Unexcelled

Com-merci-

al

Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.

Las Vegas

New Mexico

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAKJ

M. C. MECHEM,
Attorney-at-La-

Tucumcarl

New Mexico

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberta,

Jesse

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinl
dad, Colorado.

11

H

I

IF U

I

Till

1V

i

HOTEL

J. E. LACOME,

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsel
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE a. BARBEFl,

Proprietor
Commodious Sample
l(ooiir
Long Distance Telephone Station.

:

.

Attorney and
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
Nevr Mexico
Counsellor-at-Law-

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

CATRON & GOKTNER,

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

Counsellors-at-Law-

.

PBESS THE BUTTON WE

U.

...

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
- New Mexkn
Las Cruces
Eastern and local bank references.
CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

Secretary and Treasurer of New

Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro
W. WITTMAN,

'

fRuns on the European PlanV

8. Court Commissioner and

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATES.
Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
New Mexico
Texico

.

THE REST,

DO

Catron Block.
New Mexico

H. R. PUTNAM,

d

K M

I

CORONADO hotel
G. Lupe Herrera, Prop,

y

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT

IN

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND 76c
SPECIAL RATES BY

Santa Fe, N. M.
Copies made of official township,
mineral and grant
small holding,
of field notes,
Also,
transcripts
plats.
other
and
public records
grant papers
S.
U.
on file in the
Surveyor General's

CONNECTION

Electric Light, Hot and .
Cold Baths.

(Santa Fa, Naw Mexico.

Draftsman.

f

AMERICAN 'PLAN
TTTW

wvvv

11,60

THE HOTEL NORMAN DIE
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER fife
LADIES' DINING ROOM
SANTA!

Ft,

T 'mvggMua
arcua: bcsel

CcSL

N. M.

office.

JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Company.

Mint

:

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that can
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN, "
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Intern
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials cent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold bi all Druggists..
Take Hall's Family Pills for con

stipation.

PHOTO

SUPPLIES

i

ART PICTUEES
AND FRAHIHG

We Make a
DEVELOPING'PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Mail orders given prompt attention.
tand for Catalogue

HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY.
610 8. Broadway, Las Angela

DIAMONDS

H. C; YONTZ

RIGHT PRICES

.

RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE

--

,

it

JEWERELY-

Call'

WATCHES
Eyes Tetted and
Date Method.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
846 8an

Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N. M,

ad

For anything
.
everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
can uu we a ew mexicau xruiuug vwnpauy.
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It's All Matter of Habit

PERSONAL

OF TRIMBED

H. F. May, a Denver attorney, is In
Santa Fe on legal business. He is at

Alamosa, is in town. He is stopping
at the Claire.
J. V. Akers arrived in town this
morning, coming from his ranch near
Cuba, Sandoval county.
F. L. Bayard ,a traveling man from
Albnuquerque, arrived at noon today.
He is at the Claire.
Henry Krick is home from Los An-- ;
geles, where he attended the great
meeting of the Elks.
Colonel R. E. Twichell of Las Ve-- j
gas, was a noon arrival today. He is
stopping at the Palace.
J. W. Banks of Salt Lake City is
in town,' representing an eastern con- -'
cern. He is at the Palace.
A. A. Smith, a dry goods salesman
from Rochester, X. Y.; is in town. He
j
is quartered at the Claire.
E. W. Jelenko, a traveling man from
Xew York, is in town seeing the Wr-- 1
chants. He is quartered at the Pal-- .
-ace.
J. F. Barbee of Mcintosh, in the
Estaneia valley, but formerly of this
city, is one of today's business visit'
ors.

twice a year.

'

"

.

I

FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN FLICK
W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN

J.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier.

j

R. H. HANNA

TTVIIIHI1 111 III. 1ULT
ted property lonirs to
pet Into h liouf of her own.
Tliei f are h mid red
of tlili irs
she would like to do to n ake her
vn lionii- - more confortulile,
(
lit tractive and pleasant Nearly
every woman Is a money saver
mid she will help you wonderfully
to pay for h home,
II-

4

f"ivciy

Rent Money
Will

Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher lines
your fishing tackle of a fisher-i- l
WU WAVR ,anes-BuJj Ilxi I El man. We carry everything in camp equi-

Do

y

page and furniture.

We wlll'fll yon a very desirable bon.e on payment, which
our rent money will make
Don't wait. Begin now payliif?
for your home.
LKT
U8 EXPLAIN OUR
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MO-

FIRST

NEY.

"" xrV

GEO. M. KINSELL
294 San Francisco St.

BRUSSELS AND

RUGS AND

AXMINSTER

TAPESTRIES,

CARPETS

Of

DAVENPORTS OF LATEST MAKE
1VE FRAME PICTURES

AND

in

FURNITURE.

REPAIR

Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phono

No. 10

Jlllj

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Assurance

The Colorado Rational Life

Company

Denver Colorado.

I

he Pioneer Lite insurance
of the Southwest

t

AM BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
anta Fe, N.

Catron

M.

hue r leal

Iikl
r- -f

Block

Reso

hills on the
liffdene, located among pine-cla- d
Pecos River.
miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

1.5.

Makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico
-I- -r
81 501 per d,y
50c- flAA I ImD SS.OOperwook,frommeal
station
i.uu
Transportation

o

Fox Fiaxtbax Xufcrnaatloia.

MRS.

H- -

.ddrooa

E. BERGMAN

SOFT DRINKS

.

,

as something cool and Inviting
WILD CHERRY

thirsty

VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ
SARS A PARRILLA
IRON BREW
:V'
OOOA OOLA
y

:;

.Hlao Talsl 2ixLXLal
All drinks are made
y
from filtered Water

s

"

v

,

tQ"aitr

Telephone No. 8 and have
your orderes delivered
Fe Bottling Work

'

Santa
HENRY KRICK Proprietor
santa Fe, New

Mexloo

SunmountSanatorium

THE LEADING

FOR THE TREATMENT

OF

TUBERCULOSIS
Situated in the foot hills of the mountains, one and

a

half miles from the plaza MODERATE RATES,
"

;

BOX 9, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Thomas

R. iStewart,

supervisor

NOW

and door

screens
UK FORK! KlTYINn FtTRN'ITtMlH OR HOHSR FURNISHINGS.
JUST A FEW MORE OK THOSE BARGAIN . H AMMOCKS

SEE VS

Come early and

get your
This is how
Monarch

All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.
Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

and Pressing Establishment
208 WEST

PALACE AVE.

'

pick

MaMle

In

are made and put to
gether wehavethem and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced
T.et 'us figure your hrntlr? rihI plumbing
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPKCIALITY

EG
Anything
From

BARGAIN
COUSTERS

5c. 35c.
10

FUNNELS

FLYPAPER

CORK SCREWS
CLOTHES PINS
STOVE LIFTERS
NEST EGGS
JELLY GLASSES
TOILET PAPER
MOUSE TRAPS
SHOE POLISH
CANDLE STICKS
CANDLES
CONDENSED BLUEING
3 IN ONE OIL
SILVER POLISH
NEW FRUIT JAR RUBBERS
CLOTHES LINES
'FRUIT JAR CAPS
EGG WHIPS
JAPANES BASKETS
PARING KNIVES

(THE
THE PRICE

MAKERS

IS THE TIME

CASH ONLY

Me t

TO

Store

PUT UP Currant
Jelly
YOUR

of

the Pecos forest, is home from an inspection trip to the upper Pecos. He
came upon six men yesterday on th
reserve, who were trying to lead away
a stolen horse. He compelled the men
to turn the horse loose and warned
them to desist from their nefarious
business.
"Misses Virdnia Bean and Susan
v v
tt eibuivi vjl oauia
vi
Staato. of Albuaueraue. who havet
been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Nordhaus at Trout Springs, came to
the city today and will likely depart
for home on the morrow. Mr. Staab
is a brother of Mrs. Nordhaus." Las

we have the Currants

Peter M. A. Lienau, assistant to
surance Commissioner Jacobo Chaves,
is home from the upper Pecos where
he spent two weeks fishing. He went
by way of the Knox trail and returned
via the Indian Creek trail, both of
which he says are in good condition
and cannot be surpassed for scenery.
The water In the upper Pecos is un
usually low and although scattering!
showers fall almost every day, rain is

They Will Not Last But

REAL ESTATE SALE

Few Days More

and continuing to and including
Dnriinninrf TnlQTJ
We offer for
DeglllDlIlg 1 UUdj JULY

27.

sale some exceptional values in residence property and
business blocks in Santa Fe.
ALSO HAVE

Native Cherries

In-

much needed.
Simon Nusbaum, assistant in the of- - j
flee of Territorial Treasurer M. A.'
Otero, has returned from a two weeks'
vacation with his family in the San
Luis valley, Southern Colorado, where
relatives were visited at Capulin, La
Jara, Monte Vista and Cerrltos.
lived on the fat of the lani

SPECIAL

Give in your Orders now

For Canning and Preserving

siddtia
O C WATSON & COMPANY
roi Fattlculaia

1

19

CaUcn

SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

SANTA FE,

PHONE
RED

189.

We will have only a limited
quantity to offer.
,

.

WILL LAST ONLY
A PEW DAYS

j

The Goldberg Cleaning
PHONE 203 BLACK

Fence

and a thousand other small articles too numerous to mention.

Vegas Optic.

AN INSTITUTION

HIE SCI).

Saf-for- d

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

The following are suggested to the
GINGER ALE
LEMON SODA
"
. ROOT BEER
STRAWBERRY
ORANGE

Territorial Cattle Sanitary
Board, is on the upper Pecos inspecting hides. Upon his return tomorrow
he will go to Encino, Torrance county, to inspect a shipment of cattle.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
went to Bernalillo, Sandoval
county, last evening, to look into delinquent tax matters and the apparent
shortage in the funds of one of the
deputies at the Sandoval county seat.
Miss Amelia McFie left today for'
Ojo Caliente Hot Springs, Taos coun
ty, to join her mother, Mrs. John R,
McFie and her sister, Mrs. Lansing
Bloom, who write that the accommodations and table at Ojo Caliente are
fine and that the springs are enjoying
a large patronage this summer.

for the

Good Hunting and Fishing

da

LOCK

Also Window

The HiltonTrio I
CONCERT

Mower

and sprays
UNION

26

?

Lawn

Hose, nozzles

THEATRE

Charles Wagner Furniture Co,
No. 10

Los Angeles, Cal., July 21. Albert
Ryan, organizer for the Western Federation of Miners, who shot to death
H. E. Snyder and wounded Otto Miller and Michael Lopez Friday night,
Palace.
was arraigned on a charge of murder
B. F. Pankey and wife came in at
and his preliminary hearing set for
noon today, making the journey from
July 26.
the ranch near Lamy, overland in their
automobile.
Judge J. A. Abbott has returned
from the Fripoles canon. Rev. Ander
son also having been a guest of the
judge.
Deputy TJ. S. Marshals J. B. Farris,
formerly of this city, and J. B. Xewell
of Albuquerque, have gone to the up
per Pecos on a fishing trip.
Monday
Mrs. Archibald and daughter of Las
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Vegas, are visiting
Michaels on Manhattan avenue. They
will return home this evening.
H. G. Goldsmith and wife and H. M.
Goldsmith of St. Louis, arrived in town
today to spend the summer in Santa
Fe. They are guests at the Palace.
i ...
WILL GIVE A
Commissioner of Education E.'G.
Dexter of Porto Rico is back in town
again, after a visit to the cliff dwelli
ings. He is a guest at the Palace.
R. V. Boyle, of the office of Land
Commissioner R. P. Ervien, is enjoyof High Class Music
ing his annual vacation, fishing in
the mountain region north of Santa Fe.
J. M. Anaya, who went to Los An
geles to witness the festivities con
nected with the Elks' convention, re Reserved Seats
....753 & 50c
turned Tuesday to Santa Fe. He was
General
25c
Admission
greatly pleased with the sights.
Mrs. F. P. Sturges returned last
Tickets on Sale at Fischers.
evening from Las Vegas with her sister, Mrs. J. A. Burlington, who has
just undergone an operation and who
hopes that several weeks in Santa Fe
will restore her strength.
Inspector E. E. VanHorn, inspector

All Kinds of

for

Agents

Pueblo, of Las Vegas, is in town on
a business visit. He is quartered at
the Claire.
A. 'L. Cassidy,
a San Francisco,
traveling man, is in town calling on
the trade. He is registered at the

Ull

I

"

jtjtri

Ellin-woo-

Dorf

SERVED.

We are sole

Ring-lan-

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

FIRST

COME

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.

has
District Forester A. C.
returned to Albuquerque from a trip
to El Paso, Texas, and Tucson, Arizo- and enjoyed fishing to his heart's content. He says that crops in the valley
na.
look fine, but the scarcity of irriMr. and Mrs. R. B. Herold of
Kan., are visitors in town, see- gation water is felt..
ing the sights. They are guests at
the Xormandie.
WESTERN FEDERATION
Antonio Lucero, editor of La Voz del
KILLER IS ARRAIGNED

We Can Furnish Your House in

OrderlSolfcit).

About a Home

-

B. LAMY

Mail

Ask Tour Wife

;

OFFICERS

IN HARDWARE

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

'

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $ 50 ,0 O 0

EVERYTHING

Phone No. 83

MISS A. MUGLER.

j

& TRUST CO

BAM

UNITED STATES

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

at

the Palace.
Hardin Hines, a railroad man from!

an account with this bank
1 Ouay Open
ve pfty interest onall savings nu- eounts from one dollar up. Interest compounded

MO OSTRIMSED

Hats, Baby Bonnets, etc.

W. M. Colquheim, a traveling man
of New York, is in town, stopping at

C1..1
Ot&Fl

FIV

PAGE

Reduction Sale

MEtmONj

the Palace.
Whether you spend all nf your Income or pave part
of it. It's Just as easy to accumulate as It Is to waste
fter jouonee not the habit and it's surprising how
fast the dollars grow once you plant the .seed. One
ollar will do it.

EFT

H. S. KAUNE & GO.

WE

28.

Drink
Pabst

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

IE?

1
,,

PAGE SIX.
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flew tyxico Central Railroad; Time Table
READ DOWN
STATIONS

ALT.

PASH'K

.

convention at Seattle several
a
It
CURES
the
the
the chamber
here that
the fight at Seattle
SKM DISEASES ctory
claimed vithe insurgents.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

KKADUP

PASS'R

MILES

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1909.

M.

1)A1LY

Palace.
H. F. May, Denver; E. G. Dexter,
Porto Rico; W, F. Smith, La Veta; A.
L. Cassidy, San Francisco; E. W.

The cause of all skin diseases can be traced to some humor or acid la
the blood; the cuticle is always heaitny wnere tne circulation la free from
New York; J. H. Banks, Salt impurities. When the blood i3 infected with acrid or unhealthy matter it
cannot perform its natural work of nourishing the skin, regulating its tem- Lake; V. M. Colquheini, New York.
preserving its normal softness, pliability and healthfulness.
Claire.
?erature itand
irritates and inflames the delicate fibres and tissues around the
A. C. Ladd, Denver; Edward Espl
pores and glands and produces some of the many forms of skin disease.
nosa, A. Espinosa, Taos; Antonio Luce- - The itching and stinging so often accompanying skin affections are produced
ro; Las Vegas; Hardin Hines, Alamo by the deposit from the blood of the acrid humors with which it is filled,
into the sensitive membranous flesh lying just beneath the outer covering,
sa.
and surrounding the countless nerves, pores and glands. This explains why
Normandie.
scratching the outer skin affords no relief from the itching and burning.
ElM. H. Roseberry, Albuquerque;
S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases of every character by purifying the blood. It
bin Gibeaut, Denver; W. E. Purcell,
goes down into the circulation and removes the humors or acids which are
Sheldon, Mo.; J. E. Make, Chicago; J. causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid blood, and permanently cures
S. Mayfleld, Truehas; R. B. Herold and every variety of skin affection.
Local applications can only soothe; they
never cure because they do not reach the blood. 8. S. S. goes right into the
wifefl Ellinwood. Kan.; R. T. Sichels,
reaches the trouble and cures it by removing the cause. Book
Denver; F. B. Lumbley, Durango; E. circulation,
n Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all who write.
W. Lewis, Lamy; W. J. McLaughlin,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Philadelphia; A. Martin, Brooklyn.
Jel-enk-
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Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance wltu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnisheu.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent.
Laughlin Bldg.
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Coronado.
J. Barbee, Mcintosh.

Trans-Mississip-

Pacific

also taken part in riding contests at
Cheyenne and other places.
When they concluded to get married they went to the range and each
selected the horse desired to carry
them to Halm's Peak, where they had
to go for the license. They roped and
saddled the horses, and, unknown to
their friends, quietly rode away into
It
the big wide world of experience.
has always been said that Elsie never
had been thrown from the back of a
horse in her life, but she was fated
to meet more than her match-- , for the
horse she chose, never having been
ridden before, in its wild struggle for
liberty, unseated her. Nothing daunt
ed, she immediately recovered her
seat and her supremacy was unquestioned in a short time.
A cowman who
met them near
Hahn's Pear scattered the news that
the parties had been married and
about thirty cowboys and girls of the
valley rode far into the night to give
on their
them a volley and send-of- f
trip, hut were disappointed, as the happy couple had slipped away to Columbine, where they secured tents, pack
horses and a camping equipment and
left for Snake river, to spend their
honeymoon among the hills and val
leys in the glorious sunshine of the
land they love so well. Later they
will make their home here.

Congress at Denver

Will Be Attended by Many

Comoao.

Railway

Dis-

tinguished Delegates.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

Denver, Colo,, July 21. General
John W. Noble of St. Louis, secretary
of the interior during Harrison's administration, and the father of the
forestry reserve system, will be
among the Missouri delegates to the
ConCommercial
gress, which will meet in Denver the
week of August 16 to 21, and will be
among the speakers on the subject of
Genforestry with Gifford Pinchot.
eral Noble established the first forest
reserve, and is expected to come to
the defense of the system against the
growing antagonism to it among western cattlemen and mining interests.
Another distinguished delegate will
be Governor Walter F. Frear of Hawaii, who will head the eight representatives already selected for the Islands on the floor of the Denver
The name of Charles A.
meeting.
Bon, a member of the territorial coun
cil, has just been added to this dele
gation by the Honolulu chamber of
commerce, and it now includes L. G.
Blackmail, F. W. MacFarlane, James
F. Morgan, president of the chamber
of commerce, and T. B. Lyons and
W. F. Pogue of Wailucca, the last two
named being appointed from the is
land of Maui.
James F. Morgan is one of the lead
ing business men of Hawaii. During
the reign of King Kalagaua his house
had the contract for fitting up his majesty's palace and furnishing the royal
household supplies.
The Hawaii delegates will initiate a
movement at the congress for the
Americanizing of the islands in the
matter of immigration laws, and will
seek the exclusion of Asiatic laborers.
The two official delegates from the
Philippines have just been selected,
and their names ratified by the war
department in Washington. Harold
M. Pitt and Simon Erlanger of Ma
nilla will represent the municipal
board of Manila, the American, Fili
pino, Spanish, Chinese and city of
Manila chambers of commerce and
the directors of the departments of
agriculture, prisons, printing, navigation, forestry and bureau of science
of the islands. Their appointment was
confirmed and approved by the insu
lar bureau in Washington.
Vice Chairman Samuel F. Dutton
received a letter yesterday from Chas.
W. Miller, head of the chamber of
commerce at Cordova, Alaska, that
Cordova would send several delegates
to Denver for the
Congress. Alaska will have nrobablv
a dozen representatives in the congress.
George W. Dickie of San Francisco,
the naval constructor who superintended the building of the United
States battleship Oregon at the Scott
iron works there, will be one of Cali
fornia's representatives in the con
gress, and will discuss "The American Merchant Marine." Senator Rob
ert L. Owen of Oklahoma, who is a
Cherokee Indian, will also attPiid
Trans-Mississip-
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Connects with E, P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawion, N.

M., 6:15 p. m.

. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
t Connecti with E. P.
1:55 a. m.
i Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. 6. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, 6:01 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, S:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Oes Moines, E. P & 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M Is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Payado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
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Superintendent
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El Paso, Texas,

Going Fishing
nke

1

of one fare for

the

round trip SANTA FE
to points in Colorado or New
Mexico where fine sport may
be had.
Via

BEIfi 4

RIO

Onmmflv Tnmior Dotac

UUW1UIU
.

1UU1101

11UIU0

GRANDE II, II,
in effectfto ail
points EAST and WEST.

Now

For Information re?arding rates,
etc. call on or write,

train-servic-
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F. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
SANTA FE. N. M.

&

P. A.

for

operator in the Coeur d'Alene district
in the panhandle of Idaho, is treasurer of the group, the temporary president being Mrs. Homer Hill. This
ia, the outcome of the
fight made
against the Spokane delegation by

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

-

FATHER OF FOREST
RESERVES WILL COME

4

St, Louis Rocky Mt,

weeks
was announced at.
rally of
rooms of
local clubs in
of commerce
a
is

ago.
all

clal counsel to assist in prosecuting
Delavan Smith of the Indianapolis
News, or Joseph Pulitzer of the New
York World, in connection with the
government's libel suits growing out
of the Panama canal purchase.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
piarrhoea Remedy Would Have

Brother of E.
Answer to

Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M. Reg-- u
1 a r
communication
first Monday of each
month
at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE,
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

A

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular con-

vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Saved Him $100,00.
"In 1902 I had a very severe attack
of diarrhoea," says R. N. Farrar of
Santa Fe Gommandery No.
Cat Island, La., "For several weeks I
1. K. T. Regular conclave
was unable to do anything. On March
fourth Monday In each
18, 1907, I had a similar attack, and
month at Masonic Hall at
took Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera 7:30 p. m.
and Diarrhoea Remedy which gave
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
me prompt relief. I consider it one
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
of the best medicines of its kind in
the world, and had I used it in 1902
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
believe it would have saved me a hundred dollar doctor's bill. Sold by all 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeti
druggists.
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
SUFFRAGE INSUR- Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
GENTS ORGANIZING Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Spokane, Wash.,
July 21. SpoVenerable Master.
kane's equal suffrage insurgents, who
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
claim to compose the only official
votes for women organization in the
Secretary.
state of Washington, are arranging
for a convention in Spokane for the
B. P. O. E.
middle of October to organize for the
Santa Fe Lodge No, 460, B. P. 6. &,
coming election on the provision holds its
session on the secfor which will give women the right ond and regular
fourth Wednesdays of each
to vote if it is carried at the polls.
month. Visiting brothers are invited
Mrs. May Arkwright Hutton, wife of and
welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
L. W. Hutton, a millionaire mining
Exalted Ruler.
Mrs. Smith De Voe, president of the
J. D. SENA. Secretary.

DEFENDS PENNSYL
VANIA'S GOOD NAME

....

MASONIC.

Burke Gives Caustic
Mann's Slur on
state organization, at the national
Keystone State.
Washington, D. C; Jiiiy 21. Rep-- E
resentative Mann of Illinois, in dis
cussing the fact that Heney had
drawn $69,000 from the United States
treasury for doing nothing, said Mr.
Heney needed no defense. "The peo
ple opposed to him," he remarked,
"are those who sympathize with some
of those who have been accused if not
convicted of graft."
But Mr. Burke of Pennsylvania
called the Illnoisan to order, saying
that Mr. Mann's admission that Mr.
Heney needed no defense disposed of
CHAUTAUQUA
the necessity of consuming the time
of the house.
"I am glad," said Mr. Mann, "that
only one member, and he from the
July 18th to Aug. lit
great and pure state of Pennsylvania,
is opposed to Mr. Heney."
Fearful that Mr. Heney would get
a runner allowance, Mr. Fitzgerald
offered an amendment prohibiting it.
ROUND TRIP
Smarting under Mr. Mann's sarcastic reference to Pennsylvania as a
On Sale July 16th
"great and pure" state, Mr. Burke
to August 1st
charged that he had been placed in
the position of denouncing a compeReturn limit August 2nd.
tent and earnest public officer. He
had objected, he said, because Mr.
Mann was abusing the privileges and
ALL. THE
SANTA FE
power of the house.
C.

Mr.

1

j

M01NTAINAIR
ASSEMBLY
$7.45

Trans-Mississip-

Will Not Take Morality Lessons From

Chicago.
"But I want to say," he remarked,
with some warmth, "that when the
great and pure state of Pennsylvania
wishes to have its politics or its mor
al tone improved, it will not go to the
gentleman from Illinois, the state of
Illinois, or the city of Chicago, from
which the gentleman hails."
Far back in the chamber Mr. Moore
of Pennsylvania was trying to attract the attention of Mr. Burke.
Help for Those Who Have Stomach When
he succeeded he propounded a
Trouble.
a series of questions which moved the
wr about twelve
After dociorrng
house to laughter.
years for a bad stomach trouble, and
"Do you not," asked Mr, Moore, "renearly five hundred dollars for med- gard as highly
complimentary the reficine and doctors' fees, I purchased erence to
Pennsylvania?"
my wife one box of Chamberlain's
"I do," emphatically replied Mr.
Stomach and Liver Tablets, which did Burke..
her so much good that she continued
"Do you deny that Pennsylvania is
to use them and they have done her a great and pure state?" Mr. Moore
more good than all of the medicine I inquired.
bought before. Samuel Boyer, Fol-so"I do not," responded Mr. Burke.
Iowa. This medice is for sale by
The Fitzgerald resolution was voted
all druggists. Sample free.
down, as was one by Mr. Cullop-oIndiana prohibiting the payment of
any part of the deficiency appropriaROMANCE AT
tion toward the employment of spe- -

WAY

Summer
Net

TOURIST
TICKETS

Mexico Central Railroad
IN CONNECTION WITH

CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND A PACIFIC

On Sale June 1st to Sept.,

30th

1909.

Good Returning October 31st
1909.

To CHICAGO ILL

$50.35
To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35
To KANSAS CITY MO

$35.35
Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other

points

J. P. LYNG,

City, Freight

&

Passenger Agent

f

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS

Cough Caution

Routt County Rancher and Sweetheart
Jump on Horses and Ride Many
Miles to Find Minister.

Steamboat Springs, Colo.. July 21.
Clyde Williams and Elsie Yock, both
well known here, were married at
Hahn's Peak by County Judge Mourning. The circumstances lending up
to the wedding are filled with romantic interest as a true story of the
wild west.
Mr. Williams is a prominent ranch
er and cattleman of Routt county and
his bride is a favorite in the social
circles of Steamboat Springs.
She
was always conceded to be the most
daring rider of untamed horses in
northwestern Colorado, and it was al
most an every day occurrence to see
her on some one of the unmanagable
horses of her father's ranch, handling
them with courage and ease. She has

Never, nositively'neverpoisonyonr lungs. If you
cough even from a simple eold only you should
always heal, soothe, and ease the irritated bronchial tubes. Don't blindly suppress it with a
stupefying poison. It'g strange how some things
finally come about. For twenty years Dr. Shoop
has constantly warned people not to take cough
mixtures or prescriptions containing Opium,
Chloroform, or similar poisons. And now a little
late though Congress Buys "Put it on the label,
if poisons are in your Cough Mixture." Good I

Verygoodllllerealtarfortiiittveryruasonniothers,
and others, should insist on having Dr. Snoop's
Cough Cure. No poison marks oa Dr. Snoop's
labels and none in the medicine, else It must by
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, but it
fs said to be by those that knowit best, a truly remarkable cough remedy. Take no chance then,
children. Insist on having
with
Eirticularly Coughyour
Cure. Compare carefully the
with
others and note the
Dr. Shoop package
difference. No poison markB there! You can
always be on the safe side by demanding

Dr. Shoop's

'

Cough Cure
STRIPPLING-BURRCW-

S

CO.

'

Ml

The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
bearing doors; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showingarranfifirtieot Id JiDrary, parlor, etc
non-bindin- g,

New Mexican Printing vmpany
local agents. Santa W: Nen, Ofexleo.
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before the close of the session, and
then the reason for the tedious delay
became apparent. It was to amend
the bills at so late a day in the session that, in all human probability,
the house would not be permitted to
act upon them at all.
Those were the days of the filibuster, and Samuel J. Randall, a past
master in the art of filibustering, was
the Democratic leader in the House.
The Senators who were opposed to
new states expected that when the
two bills were returned to the House
with the Senate's amendments they
would, as was the rule in such cases,
be referred to the house committee
on territories, in which body action
might be altogether deferred; or if it
was had, and the bills were reported
back favorably, then they would have
to go to the calendar, where they were
likely to be smothered in the rush of
measures in the closing days of the
session; or, should they come to the
front, a good, strong show of filibustering against them would end their
careers.
The Senate passed both bills, but
before doing so amended them in four
or five minor particulars. Not one
of the amendments was important, but
it was necessary to amend them to
carry out the plans of the senatorial
cabal that was opposed to the admis
sion of new states.
Upon their passage 'by the Senate
the friends of the two ambitious terri

THOUGHTLESS ACT
DEFEATED STATEHOOD
An Interesting Story of How
Mexico Lost Out Thirty-Fiv- e
Years Ago.
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New

down the Republican side and the

leries burst out with

gal-

and applause.
Mr. Elkins came into the chamber
about five minutes before Mr. Bur
roughs closed his speech. He entered
WANTED Good cook at Tesuque
it through a door very close to the
Ranch. Apply this office.
Park
desk from which Mr. Burroughs was
from overwork, need
Women, worn and
atwas
He
speaking.
immediately
tonic. That feeling of weakness or helplessness will
WANTED Second hand roller top
tracted by the orator, and stood as if
not
leave
of
desk.
You
itself.
should
of
Apply New Mexican.
take
Wine
He
to
you
him.
spellbound, listening
was,(
effectual
for
manifestly carried away by the fervor
ailments
the
and
Cardui,
remedy
FOR SALE Good
upright piano,
and swelling voice and earnest man-- !
weaknesses of women. .Thousands of women have
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
ner of Burroughs, and when Burroughs
tried Cardui and write enthusiastically of the great
(tore.
closed he rushed up to him, and was
benefitdt
has been to them.
the very first to shake him by the hand
experiment
FOR SALE Five hundred acres of
and congratulate him upon the mastery
use this reliable, oft-tri-ed
medicine.
patented
farming land in Estancia
of his effort. Scores of other members
$3.50 per acre. Address A.
at
valley
gathered about Burroughs' seat and
Gallegos, Santa Fe, N. M.
shook his hand, but Elkins was the
very first.
LOST Monday, small lady's gold
Fatal enthusiasm! The fervor of:
watch and fob between Federal buildColumbian oratory would not move the
Finder
ing and Kopp homestead.
experienced and
Elkins to--'
please return to New Mexican office
day to so foolish an act foolish, I
ami receive reward.
mean, having in mind the admission
of a state or any other matter of half
WANTED A good life insurance
the importance.
agent to represent an old line comThe Democrats
STra. Rena Hare, of Pierce,
particularly the
pany in and around Santa Fe. A good
Ha., trie3 Cardui an3 tflerwara
Southern ones, those who had been'
wrote: "I wag a sufferer from all torts, of female trouble, had
contract to tho right man. Address H.
won over to Colorado and New Mexico
C. Kelley, Territorial Manager, Bankpain in my side and legs, could not sleep, had shortness of breath.
statehood
witnessed Elkins' rush for
ers Reserve Life Co., East Las Vegas,
"I suffered for years, until my husband insisted on my trying
Burroughs and his congratulations
N. M.
Cardui. The first bottle gave me relief and now am almost elL3
with set teeth and ominons mutter- Cardui. Twill help you.
Try
ings. That evening it was known that
a number of them who had been countAT ALL DRTTff STORES
ed friends of statehood would vote
against New Mexico, at least, and
Colorado might possibly be included
in their wrath.
We all set about fixing up the dis- it was the necessary
with
Chicago 6: Washington 1.
lodged fences, but how well the work five or six to spare the member who
Philadelphia. 2; St. Louis 0.
was done could not be told until the' had moved in the Colorado bill made
Western League.
votes were actually recorded. I had the same motion as to the New Mexico
Des. Moines
Pueblo
been a witness of it all had seen measure. A roll call was demanded
Sioux City 6; Wichita 5.
Mr. Elkins when he entered the and ordered, and the roll was called.
Lincoln 7; Topeka 4.
Omaha 9; Denver 5.
chamber, saw him stand as if rooted As it was being proceeded with it was
Coast League.
to the floor, saw him rush up the very noted that now and then a Democrat
Oakland 7;;;; San Francisco 0.
first to congratulate Burroughs, and who had voted for Colorado voted
Sacramento 2; Vernon 0.
felt intuitively that the delegate from against New Mexico. Would there be
Portland 4; Los Angeles 3.
New Mexico had committed a fatal enough to change the Colorado outAmerican Association.
blunder. I was not mistaken.
come? There was! Those who folPaul
St.
10; Indianaolis 4.
I will never forget the event of that lowed the call knew that enough such
Columbue 9; Kansas City 2.
final vote on the bills for the admis- votes had been cast to defeat New
Louisville 5; Milwaukee 0.
sion
and New Mexico. It Mexico, and even before those not votMinneapolis 2; Toledo 1.
was 2 o'clock in the morning of the ing and who asked to have their
last day of the session March 4. votes recorded had been accommoJames G. Blaine was speaker of the dated, it was known that New MexThe New Mexican can do printing
House. He was not in the chair in the ico was not yet to become a state.
equal to that done In any of the larg
early part of the night, nor until after
It failed to obtain the necessary cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
s
He had been an honored
midnight.
by less than Colorado had work we turn out. Try our stock ones
guest at some important function. He received above it.
and you will certainly come again. We
entered the chamber at between 12
And New Mexico is not yet a state. have all the facilities fo rturnlng out
and 1 o'clock, clothed in full evening To that extent justice has miscarried every class of work, Including one of
dress, just as he had left the fasha miscarriage due to New Mexico's the best binderies in the Wst
ionable dinner function.
delegate yielding to a generous imIt then became a mere question as pulse at an inopportune moment, and
Legal blanks both English and
to when the votes might be taken. for a speech that fanned the flames of
Spanish for sale by the New Mex-Some matters of perhaps greater im- sectional bitterness.
portance even than statehood had to
All of that happened thirty-fiv- e
years lean Printing company.
0
be gotten out of the way.
ago. Then Denver had less than
At length Speaker Blaine was ready
than
population, and Colorado less
DEPARTMENT
OF THE INTERIOR,
for the test. He was the friend of 50,000. Since then most of the actors Office
of Indian Affairs. Washington, I. 0.
Healed proposals lor letting grazing
statehood, and he was to determine in that national drama have passed
on the Jlcarrllla Indian Reserthe most propitious moment for the to their final accounting.
Those of privileges
vation, New Mexico, under the permit
ll
effort. He gave the signal to the mem- us who remain, looking over our great system, will be received at the Olllee of '
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Wash
ber who was to make the necessary-motion- state and city and country, may with ington
!),(;.. until two o'clock, p. m., on
and he arose in response to the equal reverence and justice repeat the Monday. August 30, 19f. and will be lmme
hereafter opened in the presence of
call.
,.. utiers
first message that was flashed beneath diatcly
as may attend. Mars showing
"Mr. Speaker, he said and Blaine Uho noonn nn the, first transatlantic the location o the reservation aud nil
necessary Information may bo obtained on
recognized him.
cable: "What hath God wrought!"
application to the Superintendent of the
Jlcarrllla Indian School, Imlce, New MexIt was understood that the test
ico, R. G. VALENTINE, Commissioner.
should come on Colorado first,
"I move," said the recognized mem
ber, in a loud, clear voice, "that the bill
for the admission of Colorado, with the
1
HOW THEY STAND.
amendments of the Senate, be taken
f
from the speaker's table, that the
National League.
amendments of the Senate be concurWon. Lost. P. C.
.722
57
22
red in, and that the bill as amended Pittsburg
28
.646
do pass."
51
Chicago
.597
31
46
Colorado Becomes a State Just Before New York
the Dawn.
Cincinnati
.....42 39 .519
44
34
.436
Immediately there was a loud de- Philadelphia
'.33
44
.429
Louis
St.
mand by the Democrats fori the ayes
52
.350
28
and noes, and the speaker, ruling that Brooklyn
.303
25
55
Boston
the demand was seconded by a suffAmerican
League.
icient number, ordered the clerk to proWon. Lost. P. C.
ceed with the calling of the roll.

d
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Worn Women
tired

(By Thomas M. Patterson.)
It would seem almost impossible to
write anything new about the admission of Colorado into the family of
etates. I don't know that I can, but
what fell tinder my individual observation in connection with it may prove
of interest, and so I write It.
I was elected delegate to the Forty-fourt- h
Congress from the then territory
of Colorado, in the summer of 1874.
Honorable Jerome B. Chaffee had been
elected to the Forty-thirCongress,
and was at the time of my election
serving as delegate.
The first session of the Forty-thirCongress commenced on the first Monday in December, 1873. Very shortly
after it convened Mr. Chaffee and fton.
Stephen B. Elkins, who had been
elected from the Territory of New
Mexico to the Forty-thirCongress,
determined to make a united effort for
the admission of both Colorado and
Kew Mexico into the Union. They
were both men of gi "at social and political influence in Washington, particularly Mr. Chaffee, who was not
Elk-inonly considerably older than Mr.
but was also then a much wealthier man, with a wider and more in- tories went into consultation. They
fluential poltical acquaintance. They knew the
dangers that beset them,
were both Republicans, ana determin- should the
regular course be adopted
ed to make the admission of the two that of
them to the house
referring
teiritories a party measure, the reason ;committee on territories so a desperbeing that the Republicans were in a ate remedy was resorted to as the al
decided majority in the Senate and ternative. The friends agreed that, inHouse, and they knew it would require stead of referring them to the comparty pressure to induce many East- mittee, they would have them laid, in
ern members and senators to vote for parliamentary language, "upon the
the admission of any new states. They speaker's table." The enemies of
were certain that, could it be made a statehood were quite willing that they
caucus measure, there were Republi- should be given that chute, for it
cans enough, and to spare, in both would require a
s
vote of the
branches to give the territories state- House to take them from the table to
hood.
ratify the Senate amendments and
Statehood Bills Pass the House, Are pass the bills as then amended. But
Stifled in the Senate.
nn CDTiHIncr thorn in tha "!'--flnonlrpr'a
- tnhlo
"...
1.11
j 1.1 iud l. fae "V1"""a an(J
wnemer iae r,
nepuuucuus uiu
com.
tne
of
ghoalg
quicksands
their admission a caucus measure lim.tfDa and the deadly perils of a filinever learned with positiveness, t buster in the very last days of the
it was understood at the time the bills session, were all avoided.
were introduced that the Republicans Win the
s
as SesNecessary
of both houses would, with practical
sion Nears Its End.
unanimity, support the measures.
The work now before the friends of
The bills were introduced Into the statehood was to make certain of the
house at the same time, and were res
vote whenever
necessary
ferred to the committee on territories. the bills should be called up. My real
They were both reported back to the labor commenced then. A certain
House with favorable recommenda- number of Democratic congressmen
tions at the same time, and the House had to be won over, and I made mypassed both bills at the same time, self quite busy. I'm afraid some of
and with practically the same vote.
the Democrats felt that I was someAfter their passage by the House
of a nuisance but I persevered
tooth went over to the Senate at the thing
bottled
and
my pride, determined that,
same time, and were referred to the if failure occurred
it should not be
committee on territories.
to want of effort upon my part.
traced
This alL occurred at the first session 'Of courser Messrs-- . Chaffee and Elk- of the Forty-thir- d
Congress, in the ins
kept their Republican friends right
of
the
year 1874, and in line,
part
early
tout they did not have the Repu-lican- s
though that session held well into the
solidly, nor did the Republicans
summer of that year, the bills were have the House
s
by the necessary
allowed to slumber In the committee
vote.
without action. Not that the friends
About a week before the close of the
of the measure in the Senate didn't caaafrtn Vinwovor TUB TPPrp. ahla to
urge action, tout a majority of the comnecesg'ary two.tnlrdSi and
no
as,
were
in
then,
they the friends of the measure were ready
mittee
hurry
have never been since, to accelerate for action.
the admission of new states into the I But
right then there occurred an unlsisterhood.
ooked-for.
and very disquieting event.
That was the situation when I was It
the
put
plans of statehood up in the
elected delegate in the summer of air
and it lost statehood to
very
badly,
1874. The second session of the Forty-thir- d
New Mexico and took some of the
1
De-Congress would convene in
votes from Colorado it would otherwise
cember, 1874, and since the session' have had.
must end on the 4th of March. 1875,
was called a "force bill" had
and all measures uncompleted at that What
Senate and was before the
the
Passed
made
I
up my,
time must totally fail,
Randall was leading the
House.
Sam
mind to go to Washington immediately
in
Democrats
a filibustering struggle
whatafter New Year of 1875, to add
The feeling upon both
to
it.
defeat
to
in
bear
could
I
ever influence
bring
sides
in the extreme.
was
bitter
behalf of the measures.
30
.635
Detroit'
52
Would Colorado receive the requisite
Chaffee and Elkins Compel Committee
Fiery speeches had been made; the
33
.593
48
s
Southern Democrats drew the line of
vote? That question, and Philadelphia
Report on Bills.
.576
36
49
Boston
When I reached Washington the personal friendship along the debate. the uncertainty of the answer, caused Cleveland
.556
36
45
bills were yet with the Senate corn- They believed they were fighting to several hearts in that great chamber New York
45
.451
37
.;
mittee on territories, but Messrs. preserve their states and homes from almost to cease beating. The whole Chicago
.451
45
37
Chaffee and Elkins succeeded In hav- - negro domination, and those familiar house was still as the roll call pro- St. Louis
.429
48
36
.303
55
24
ing them favorably reported back by with the feeling of the South, where ceeded, for interest in the matter had Washington
rule and negro domination grown to be intense the friends and
the committee shortly afterward. The j carpet-ba- g
Westerr League.
measures went to Ahe Senate calendar, were in the balance, can judge of the opponents of statehood hoped for and
Won. Lost. P. C.
bitterness
that
until
of
that
feeling,
expected the victory.
there to remain fixtures
.603
31
47
Sioux
City
body could foe moved to take action , Elkins' Handshake Is Fatal to State- It was not until after the roll call Omaha . .
.564
34
44
hood of New Mexico.
upon them.
of nearly 350 members had been com- Des Moines .'
.553
34
42
I was assigned by Messrs. Chaffee
There was a young Republican con- pleted that those who followed the Denver
.514
38
36
and Elkins to labor with Democratic gressman in the House from Michigan. count knew that Colorado had won the Wichita ..
.500
40
40
Senators and members not with a He was then unknown to lame, ex- day, or, rather, the night.
.480
39
36
Topeka
brass band, but quietly, for I was to cept that a rumor from the wilds of
.395
46
30
Pueblo
.
case
roll
on
As was usually the
calls,
convince them as well as I could that Michigan set him down as a Colum- .392
48
31
had not voted when their Lincoln . .
number
a
cast
all
Colorado would in
ian orator of prodigious carrying pow- names were
probability
called, and after the call
its electoral vote in 1876 for the Dem- er. His name was Julius Caesar Bar- - had been
WHERE THE YPLAY TODAY.
those, each in his
completed,
t.
ocratic nominee for president and
roughs. He has been a Senator from turn, stood by his seat to be recognizNational League.
The Republicans had prac- Michigan now for a good many years,
at Philadelphia."
and when his name
ed
the
Pittsburg
by
speaker,
tically made the admission of these and sd far from his oratory being of was called by the clerk he announced
Cincinnati at Boston.
Demthe Columbian type now, he never his vote
two states a party measure. The
Chicago at Brooklyn.
and had it recorded. It was
ocrats, for that reason lined them- makes a speech except from manu- only then, after a proceeding that reSt. Louis at New York.
selves up almost solidly In
script, and those he makes are couch- quired more than thirty-fiv- e
American League.
minutes,
New York at Detroit.
tion, although the social Influences of ed in void and classic language and that the friends of Colorado statehood
Craffee and Elkins had brought a few are delivered with the deliberation of knew
that its future was assured. It Boston at Cleveland.
Democrats to their support.
a judge reading his opinions from the then but
Western League.
required the signature of the
On the other hand. I had just been bench.
Denver
Omaha.
But then in 1875 Julius
at
conPresident, the adoption of a state
elected as a Democrat to the House by Caesar Burroughs was a hot one.
Pueblo
at
Des Moines.
stitution and a final proclamation by
Lincoln.
a good, large majority, and with that Mr, Burroughs made a speech on the President,
at
Topeka
when Colorado would be
as my groundwork, I urged upon Dem- the force bill. He grilled the South- an
Sioux City.
Wichita
at
equal with the rest of the states
ocrats that Colorado was more likely erners from head to foot, and tortured
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
desown
out
in
the
to
work
Its
Union,
National League.
to vote for the Democratic nominee in them in the fires of his
oratory.
tiny under the aegis of the constitPhiladelhia 3; Pittsburg 0.
1876 than for the Republican; In any
favIt was a bitter, exasperating speech, utiona constitution that knows no
St. Louis 4; New York 3.
event, the chances were even, and and the Southerners
and that protects and defends
listened
with
orites,
territwo
that
the
Brooklyn 6; Chicago 5.
justice demanded
gleaming eyes and gritting teeth. its children all alike.
Cincinnati 2; Boston 1.
tories should be admitted.
But what of New Mexico?
Burroughs closed with a flood of inAmerican League.
I had several interviews with
vective that brought Republicans andj Immediately on the announcement of
New
York
6; Detroit 1.
G.
of
Thurman
Allen
Ohio, shortly
tor
to their feet, and as he sat the Colorado vote by Speaker Blaine
Boston 4; Cleveland 0.
One of Democrats
after I reached Washington.
them was at his home, to which he invited me, that we might be undisturbed during the interview.
Cores Backache
I found Senator- Thurman quite disCorrects
posed to be friendly to the clamoring
Irreularitiea
territories, and after this latter interDo not risk having
view I knew he would do all he could
to have them admitted.
cure any ase of Kidney or Bladder Disease not Brieht's Places
, ...
But the Senate could not be induced
or ptabetej
the reacb of medietas. No roHicin can do more.
to act at all until about two weeks
OLD BY ALL DRUOQI8T8.
d
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ROSWELL-TORRANC-

AUTOMOBILE

E

U. 8. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
over 30 house between
Agents lor the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengers
over any other route.
these
points
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars in
Shortest route between Roswelland service securing comfort to passenthe Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert ChaufSanta Fe and all points in the Es feurs in charge of every car. Seats
tancia Valley and western New
reserver on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
60 lbs. Any
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
0J0 CALIEfJTE

HOT SPRIJIGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
located In the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
miles west has been thoroughly tested by the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases:
Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'!
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitio
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
year round. There te now a commod upon request. This resort Is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and la open all
valids and tourists! People euffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
omtagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at 6 p. m., the
'ftese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further narticulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
tmt4

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

Prooriotor.

Calient. Taos. County-

-
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CHARLES LAUCHNER
WAS VERY ANGRi
PASaEa AWAY

MINOR CITY TOPICS

Orders Father J. P. Carrigan of Denver to Leave Retreat at St,
Thomas Seminary.

.Denver, Colo., July 21. Forecast for New Mexico: Fair
weather tonight and Thursday
with stationary temperature.

Denver, Colo., July 21. Angered by
the appearance of Father J. P. Carrigan at the annual retreat at St.
Thomas' seminary, Bishop Nicholas C.
Matz of the diocese of Colorado or- dered the pastor of St. Patricks from
the seminary.
Rushing onto the porch where Fa-- 1
ther Carrigan was being greeted by
other priests, who ha"d preceded him,
Bishop Matz shouted, it is stated:
"Get out of here, you are not wanted; we have no place for such' as
you."
"But I want to be here," the priest
is said to have replied.
"We refuse to let you stay. You
are not wanted," shouted the bishop.
"By whom?" asked the priest.
"By myself, by the Lazarist fathers,
the
nor by the priests," answerd
bishop, flushing and bolting into the

N

Train Late The Santa Fe
train from the south and the east,
due' this forenoon, was two hours late

OAIlffAKUJ

Noon

today.
See Marcelino Ortiz at the Catron
Block for city real estate. He also has
orchard and alfalfa ranches at Tesu-quvalley. Abso lands with water
close to the city.
Sold House and Lot Charles Castle
has sold to H. J. Fehler the adobe
house and lot on the corner of College and Manhattan streets, the purchase price being $S50.
Was a Delicious Spread The chicken supper given at St. John's Methodist church last evening, was a gastreat. The viands were
tronomic
tempting and the service good.
Years At
Pastor For Twenty-Fv- e
Las Cruces today took place the funeral of Rev. Pedro Lassaigne, for
twenty-fivyears stationed in the Mes-ill- a
valley and who died at Las Cruces
on Sunday.
After the Dog Poisoner Citizens of
East Palace avenue are aroused over
the poisoning of a half dozen or more
Valuable dogs and are working hard to
ferret out the poisoner, who will be
brought to justice if caught.
Will Raise $20,000 for Electric Railway The business men of Clayton
will subscribe $25,000 toward the construction of a suburban and interurban
electric railway from the county seat
of Union to Guymon, Oklahoma.
Two Drown Near Gallup A Navajo
Indian, and a native rancher whose
names have not been ascertained were
drowned yesterday afternoon in an
arroyo filled by a heavy shower just
west of Gallup. The two horses they
had with them were also drowned.
Kicked to Death by Horse Hubert
M. Smith, Jr., the twelve year old son
of Rev. Hubert M. Smith, pastor of the
eMthodist Episcopal church at Ros-welhas died of injuries caused by the
family horse kicking him in the stomach, peritonitis setting in.
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Palace Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Goldsmith,
M. W. Goldsmith, St. Louis; R. E.
Twitchell, Las Vegas. Claire B. F.
Pankey and wife, Lamy; A. A. Smith,
Rochester, N. Y.; E. L. Beyard,
e
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house.
A moment later Father Levan, who
is the Lazarist father superior at the

seminary, came in and confronted Father Carrigan.
"Get out," said Father Levan. "We
have no room for you."
"Why?" asked Father Carrigan.
"Because the bishop does not want
you here."
"But this is not diocesan property.
It belongs to your order."
"I know," declared father Levan,
"but we wish to ooey the bishop."
Father Carrigan turned coolly to
the assembled priests who had witnessed the outburst, and remarked:
"Now, you see, gentlemen, the effect
of anger and of hatred. Never allow
yourselves to be overcome with rage.
The bishop has shown you the results."
He then talked with the assembled
priests for a few minutes, bade them
good-byand walked from the porch
and left the seminary.
Father Carrigan had been invited to
the annual retreat several months ago
and had never received notice that
he was not expected.
Obeying his
duty as a priest, for breach of which
he would be liable to a charge of
contumacy, he went to the new St.
Thomas' seminary on Myrtle Hill,
South Denver.
Many of the other fifty-fiv- e
priests
in the diocese had gathered before
him, and when he arrived at the door
he was greeted by a large gathering
of church men, who shook his hand
and bade him welcome, although
Bishop Matz had ordered that no
priest should recognize him.
Bishop Matz, anticipating that Father Carrigan would appear at St.
Thomas', had arrived early in order
to be on hand when the priest came.
o sooner did he learn of the arrival
o the priest than he rused onto the
porch and peremptorily ordered the
pastor of St. Patrick's from the building. Then, apparently overcome with
his own anger, it is said, he left the
room and sent Father Levan to make
sure that his orders were carried out.
Father Carrigan returned to the
city at once, but had not reached
home at a late hour last night.
The appeal from the order of Judge
case will
Riddle in the
be filed in the supreme court today
In the form of a writ of error.
An
effort will be made to have the cause
advanced so that a hearing may be
secured on the appeal by October, at
which time it is expected that the
Vatican will take up the Denver
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Bakery

WE ARE STILL SELLING

IJ lbs. $tgo
CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE

BY THE SACK AT A BETTER

Your money back if you can
buy better at any price than
Belle Spring Creamery

Butter

I

PRICE

30

c

e

l,

PREMIER, BARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIESTA 40c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
T"
There is do Coffee to equal the above for
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
!
return it to us and we will cheerfully refund your money

j

he goes to attend the annual convention of the Lakes to the Gulf Deep
Waterways Association at New Orleans in November next, were preAfter Twelve Years' Fight With Tu- sented to htm
today.
berculosis, He Succumbs to
The letters were handsomely bound
in a black leather portfolio and were
Hemorrhages.
presented by a special committee conCharles Lauchner, for the past twelve sisting of Gen. John W. Noble, W. K.
years a resident of this city, and Kavanaugh, president of the Lakes to
known to most people of the coin- - the Gulf Deep Waterways Association,
munity, passed away last evening at Senator Warren and others. The
ns rooms at Mrs. Goodwin's. Mr. president told his callers that he
ijauchner's was a remarkable case, would be pleased to make the inspection if it could be
demonstrating the efficacy of Santa Fe
arranged, and his
clmate to pi.0iong ufe. When he came secretary, Mr. Carpenter, said he bein Penn- - lieved the inspection could be arnhvRlf.ians
twplvft
'
ww..w vrB
I
j wv
even ranged for the latter part of October
and
him
had
up
sylvania
given
or early In November.
local physicians found that one lung
other
was entirely wasted and the
SENATORS AND MEMBERS OF
lung was already affected and
HOUSE TO VISIT HAWAII.
that the young man could not
so.
or
more
a
than month
possibly live
Washington, D. C, July 21. A party
But Lauchner made a brave struggle
of
twenty-fiv- e
senators and members
and was up and about for twelve years
until last Thursday, when a hemorrh- of the House is preparing to visit
Hawaii In response to an invitation
age put him to bed. He was engaged
from
the Hawaiian legislature. The
in various pursuits in this city, mainwill sail from San Francisco Auparty
a
for
and
as
agent
ly as collector
steam laundry. He would make trips gust 24. Eighteen days will be spent
to the cliff dwellings, and only two in Hawaii during which time the four
islands of the group will be
Sundays ago was In Albuquerque with largest
the baseball team and walked about all visited.
day. Upon his death it was found
that both of his lungs were practically
gone and it Is a marvel, that can only
be explained by the lightness of the
MONEY AND METALS.
air at this altitude and the climate,
New York, July 21. Copper, firm,
that he was able for the past twelve
13
lead, quiet, f 4.304.35;
years to be actively engaged in busiMexican
51;
silver,
dollars, 44; prime
ness.
call money, 1
Mr. Lauchner was aged 31 years and paper 3
iN. Y. C.
Atch. 116
was a native of Tripoli, Lehigh county, Almal. 82
133
133
U. P. 197
S..P.
and
his
where
parents
Pennsylvania,
pfd. 126
nine brothers and sisters live. He was steel 70
PORK AND RIBS.
LARD,
GRAIN,
Luthbaptized and confirmed In the
111.,
Chicago,
July 21. Close-W- heat
eran church. At Santa Fe he was an
115
July
Sept. 108
honorary member of the Woodmen.
his
His friends are a legion and
quiet
Corn July 71; Sept. 66
demeanor and good habits won him
Oats July 45
Sept. 40
the admiration of those who knew him.
Pork
$20.85;
Sept. $21.02
July
Pennsent
to
his
be
The remains will
Lard July $11.67 12; Sept. 11.70.
tomorrow
home
morning.
sylvania
Ribs July $11.45; Sept $11.37
Among the closest friends of the deWOOL MARKETS.
S.
Lutz
H.
Mrs.
and
ceased were Mr.
St. Louis, Mo., July 21. Wool
of this city, in- whise home has was a
steady.
Territory and western me
frequent visitor and who looked after diums,
fine mediums, 21
2327c;
would
sister
and
brother
his welfare as
24c;
1218
fine,
have done. Members of the WoodLIVE STOCK.
men of the World and other friends
Kansas
Mo., July 21. Cattle
City,
of the deceased are requested to be
8,000,
including 4,000. SouthReceipts
F.
at the unlertaking parlor of L.
to ten cents lowmarket
erns;
steady
7:30
at
tomorrow
Montenl
morning
er.
Native
steers,
$4.507.25; Southand escort the remains to the depot.
ern steers, $3.40 5.50; Southern cows,
$2.754.25; native cows and heifers,
RUNAWAY NEARLY
CAUSES TROUBLE $2.257.25; stockers and feeders, $3.40
5.30; bulls, $2.904.95; calves, $4.00
K
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7.25; Western steers, $4.256.40;
This morning two of the forest servCashed Forged Checks at Saloons
Harold Western cows, $2.754.75.
ice men from Albuquerque,
Hogs
Roy Adams, aged 22 years, is wanted
Receipts 9,000; market 5
Green and J. A. Blatherwick, who are
Bulk of sales, $7.80
cents
at Albuquerque on the charge of forghigher.
to
here to examine lands, prepared
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